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ABSTRACT
We propose a technique based on Petri
Nets formalism to model logic queries m deductive databases The model 1s called PNLP (Pet11
Net model for Logic Programs), and rt has a ample formal descrlptron and a graphical representation The PNLP model explrcltly represents the
relatlonshrps between rules and predicates It 1s
general and flexible enough to demonstrate the
flow of control m drfferent algorithms used to
evaluate recursrve logic queries
In fact the
model unifies the level of descxrptlon of these
rdentlfymg slmrlanalgonthms, and faclhtates
ties and differences between them The inherent
non-determunsm m the PNLP model may also be
useful m recogruzmg the pdrallehsm althm
IIorn-clause logic programs
In this paper, the
PNLP model ::, described, and its functronahty 1s
demonstrated by modelmg several exrstmg algorithms fcr recursrve query evaludron

The problem of evaluatrrig 1og1cJ ‘lut J m 111
deductive databases especially the evamatron o1
reculslve queries, has attracted the atterltlon
“1
several researchers Various approaches to evaluate recursive queries appear m the literature, e g
[BR],[BMsu],[u],[HN],[sz]
However most or
these algonthms are not clearly presented, (jr<
hard to understand, and they drc ,,rrsented 111
&lIerent levels of detarlk jBR] ;LI ul\ of thrm
look very s,rr&u except for i-w detarl- J’CJ:
1,~
tic has been done to compare these nlgo,Jthms, 01
to Identify :he impact of the drfferpnres 111det,itll\
on the behz\lor and pcj rormtince of ihe>? ai, >
rrthms [BR] We beheve th~( this IS dd~x to iii
lack of a ample moclcl th<it CDI, c<~;~‘urc i II
mtcrrelatronshlps
betwec n pre&catcs c~,ld I r!l115
and have the abrhty to Jcrnonstl ate ~1: 1 ‘y (0’1
y anpi
( <Istancs are propaga!ed thto.:::h 161~0
tlons
of the 111lw Such R mdel
J~c~ulJ
cjlso
!JCI’I
rd (Ontld I)! CLIIIO('>
Late recognrAlrl, tiil~ hh
dgorrt!mls
that ~16 u,rd for I < 4 :I~I’I~ i 11
queries, ant’ everItually 4ro1llJ help rr ~I~OCISI
,:
the best stlatcgy

1. Introduction
A detluztrve database cons&s of a set of
bz3e relatrons called eztenstonal $ntabaee (EDB),
and a set of function-free Horn clauses wmch
deline virtual relations, called rntena~onal data* Research 1s supported tn part by a scholarshtp from
Egyptran government
t Research IS supported m part by the NSF under grant
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more than one operation
leadmg to different
states This gives the model a natural way of
recogmzmg parallelism m logic programs, and the
necessary synchromzatlon

(# 1s the number of occurences function m Bag
theory, and it 1s analogous to the membershlp
function m set theory)
Slmllarly, p 1s an output
place of the transltlon t if #(p, O(t)) > 0

The PNLP 1s motivated by a research effort
for developing an automata for evaluatmg logic
queries with the ability to choose an optimum
flow of control
This automata should use both
the static
characterlstlcs
and the exlstmg
knowledge about the database, and the dynamic
facts discovered during execntlon
We first
present the PNLP model and its characterlstlcs
Then we model several exlstmg recursive query
processing algorithms m the PNLP to Illustrate
how the PNLP umfies the level of presentation of
the various algorithms m terms of a relatively
simple language

The PN structure also has a graphical
representation
Places
and
transition
arc
represented as circles
and bars 1 lespectlvely
Input and output functions are represented by
arcs from (to) places to (horn) transitions respcctively

0

Example
p =

T = {tl , t2 > td
o(h) = Badpl),
O(t2) = Bagh , ~2 , ~3)~
O(h) = Badpd

) P2 9 P3 T P4),

I(h) = Ba.drd,
I(h) = Badpd,
I(h) = Bag{pd,

The graphical representation
ture 1s given m Figure 2 1

The rest of the paper 1s orgamzed BS follows Section 2 gives the necessary background
for Petri Nets and their termmology
In sectlon
3, the PNLP model 1s presented, and Its structure aspect and the dynamic aspect are dlscussed
In section 4, we discuss some related works In
section 5, some well known algorithms are
presented as examples to demonstrate their flow
of control m terms of the PNLP language In
sect:on 6, a general dlscusslon of these algonthms
and their PNLP models are given The last section 1s the conclusion and future work
2. Petri

{Pl

2.1

I

of the above struc-

w
PS

Nets - Background

Flgure 2 1 GraphIcal

Pet11 Nets (PN) 1s a very powerful modellmg techmque that has both static and dynamic
aspects In the hterature, PNs are usually mentioned when there are parallel asynchronous
problems A det;slled presentation of the theory
and the modellmg power of PN can be found m

represent&onfor example 2 I

A marked PN 1s defined as a PN structure
and an assignment of tokens to the places A
token 1s a prlmltlve
concept for PN, and 1s
The marktng
represented graphlcally
by ‘0’
jvnctton defined as p P --, N, where N 1s the set
of natural numbers, and p(p) 1s the number of
tokens m a place p The state of a place p 1s Its
marking, 1 e p(p), and the state of the net 1s
defined by the markmgs of all the places The
etate space of a PN 1s the set of all possible
markings of the net

PI
A PN structure 1s a quadruple (P, T, I, 0),
where P and T are fimte sets whose elements are
called places and tranaat:ona rcspectlvely, I 15 the
znp~t jvnct~~ from T mto bags of places (I T +
P”), and 0 1s the output ~unctron from T to bags
of places (0 T + Poe) A place p E P IS called
an wput place to transltlon t If It occurs m the
input bag of this tranntlon,
1 e #(p, I(t)) > 0
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A PN executes (1 e changes its state) by
firrng the transltlons
A transltlon t can be fired
If It 1s enabled, 1 e all Its mput places have
sufflclent tokens Formally, t 1s enabled d p(p)
> #(p, I(t)) for all mput places p for this transltlon When fired, the transition t removes the
tokens from mput places and produces new
tokens mto output places (theoretically
m no
time)

P 1s a non-empty set of places, and P n T = 0,
I T+P”
19 the input function from T to bags
of places,
0 T + P 1s the output function from T to P
A transition t E T m PNLP 1s a tuple of the
form (c, rl, 0 w h ere c 1s an integer called the
count, q 1s a list of output arguments, and t 15 a
set of conatramta of the form x 0 y, B E {-, >,

There are many extensions to the orlgmal
PN discussed above These extensions try to
improve and Increase the modelhng power of
these nets by adding exclusive-or and mhlbltor
arcs to the model Also, some extensions provide
some mformatlon to be attached to the net elements (colormg for the net), and time for the
transltlon
firing [A]
Unfortunately
the basic
analysis techniques for PN are not apphcable to
the most of these extensions, especially to the
colored PN [CJ] Notice that our PNLP model 1s
m prmclple a colored extension of Petri Nets
Another approach for studying PN IS by consldermg them as formal language automata
The
sequence of transltlons that are fired are viewed
as strings, and the language accepted by the net
1s the set of all possible firing sequences of the
transltlons
So, Petri Nets behavior may be studied by studying
the properties
of their
languages

A logic program consists of function-free
Horn rules rl, r2,
, r,, and each rule r 1s of
the form

<, 2, I)

9x,),

M(T) = { r 1 r IS a rule m the logic program },
M(P) = { P I P IS a predicate name In the program >,
Bag { p 1 p E M(P) and p appears III
the body of M(t) ),
M(O(t)) = p , p E M(P) and p 1s the head of
M(t), and if M(t) = r then
q = list of variables m the head of ,ule r, and
c = specifies the relatlonshlp between the
variables m the body of the rule r

M(I(t))=

The PNLP model has two aspects The
structure aspect and the executron aspect These
are also called static and dynamic aspects respectively
Structure

1%)

We can set up the followmg lsomorphlsm, M,
between such a logic program and a PNLP structure Informally, we represent each rule by a
transition, and each predicate by a place Predlcates that occur m the rule body are input places
to the transltlon representmg thlq rule and the
predicate m the head will be the output place
More formally, M IS defined as follows

3. The Model

3.1.

#kh

Example

3.1

Suppose

we havr

the lollowmg

logic program [HN]
rl
r2

aspect

r3

The PNLP structure &splays the mterrelatlonshlps
between rules and predicates as
specified by the logic program We will first
present the formal defimtlon, and then discuss
the graphical representation

s ( Xl,Zl
t (Y1,Zl)
t (Yl,Zl

) - m ( Xl,Yl
- p ( Wl,Zl
) - f (Y1,Zl)

), t ( Yl,Zl
), s (Yl,Wl

)
)

m, f, and p are base relztlons, and can be interpreted as mother, father, and parent respectively
s can be thought as a particular kmd of ancebstor, and t IS an auxlhary relation used to define 5
The PULP structure
correspondlug
Lo the above
program will be aa follows *

Definition
3.1 The structure of a PNLP model
1s a quadruple (T,P,I,O), where
T 1s a non-empty set of transltlons,

L We IEX the notattoo

the predicate p
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th

p[~] to denote the 1 argument In

T =

{ ~1, 12, r3 1,

P =

{ f, m,

p, s, t },

e

rl = (CI,b-411,
tl211,
{ mPl=tIll >1,
r2 =

I411, ~[211, { ~[11=3[21

(~2,

} ),

W

= (~3,[f[ll, fPl1,0 1,
I(4 = Bad m,t1, W-1)= s,

r3

I(4

=

Bag{

P,S 1,

W2)

=

f-1

t,

KY

I(rs) = Bag{ f },O(rs) = t

%

Graphical
representation
A nice property of PNLP 1s that It has a graphical
representation
of the formal description m a
relatively slrnple graph A PNLP graph, m general, 1s a labeled blpartlte-directed
multlgraph
Places are represented by circles
, and transltlons by bars 1 Input function 1s simulated by
arcs from places to transltlons, while the output
function 1s represented by arcs from transltlons
to places The hst of output variables and the set
of constraints of a transition are represented as
labels on the output and mput arcs The graphlcal representation of the program m example 3 1
1s given m Figure 3 1

Flgw

t

.‘s

f

!&g--jx1.21 I

I

\

3 2 The transltwe closure example

Suppose, in example 3 2, we
Example
3.3
have the query tr(a, 7) This will be represented
as a query token (a, 1) m tr place, and grnpllltally as m Figure 3 3

P

Figure 3 1 Graph&

KY
tr

W1,Zl

&do
s

z,y

The net 1s said to be marked if we allow
tokens to be assigned to places A token IS a
pnmltlve
concept m PN based models
In
PNLP, a token represents a set of tuples lhat
satisfy the relation represented by the place So,
m this sense, tokens are colored (1 e contam
mformatlon) m PNLP A token may be of one of
the three types below
l
Tuple token The token represents a set of
fully instantiated tuples
l
Qpcery token Represents a set of pal tmlly
mstantlated tuples
l
Free token represents a set of totaliy
un-mstantlated tuples
Un-instantiated
attributes m a token will be
represented by ‘7’

0

m

ra

KY

represent&on

for example 3 1
e

Consider
the
followmg
Example
3.2
definition of the transltlve closure tr of a relation

x,z
KY

e(X, Y)

ra

r1

rl

tr(X, Y) - e(X, Y)

xy

tr(X, Y) - 4X, Z), tr(Z, y)
The graphlcal representation 1s shovrn m Figure
32
r2

3.2. Marked

@
iii3

“I:,

tr

Figure 3 3 Representatmn of the query token tr(a,?)

net and the state space
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, p,} be the set of
Let P = (~1, ~2,
places m a marked PNLP, and 71 denote the
current set of tokens assigned to the place p,
Then 7, 1s the state of p,, and the etate of a
marked PNLP 1s the ordered tuple (rr, r2,
r,,,) where m = 1PI The state epoce S 1s the se;
of all possrble states,

S = P(DJ x P(D,) x

where v, E p(pJ

I(t)

Above, n, IS the proJectron over the attributes m
q, and we means the Jam operation according
to the constramts m c The state of the znpvl
places may also change as follows
For all p E I(t),
p’(p) = p(p) - { v I v E p(p) and v has a nonempty contrlbutron to the result of the
Jam above}

x PbJ

where D, denotes all possible mstances of the
relation p, with the symbol ‘1’ allowed,+ and
P(D,) 1s the power set of D, The reach&My set
from an nntral state of the PNLP 1s the set of all
possrble states (markings) that can be reached by
executmg the net
3.3. Execution

and p1 E

If the firing changes the state of the input places,
we say that firmg consumes input tokens This 1s
valid when the consumed tokens have no further
non-redundant contrrbutron
Perturbation
rule (PRT) A transltron t E T 1s
a candrdate /or perturbataon rf there exrst a
query token m the output place of this transltl”n

aspect

The marhag functron p IS a mappmg from
the set of places to sets of tokens p(p) will give
the current state of the place p, 1 e the set of
tokens assigned to p In the original non-colered
Petri Nets, the net executes only by firing the
transrtrons [P] Smce the PNLP 1s a colored
extension of Petrr Nets, we need to modrfy the
execution rules, and define some new concepts
concernmg the executron of the PNLP The Idea
behind these modrficatrons IS that we need to
imitate the behavror of the resolutron procedure
[K]
The execution rules of PNLP are given
below

A transrtron t = (c,q, c) may be perturbed
(PRT) d rt IS candidate for perturbation
(Recall
that r) IS a hst of output variables and E 1s a set
of constraints)
Intutronally,
we can think of
PRT as the process of propagatmg the constants
m the query to the rule body and generating a
request for evaluatron of each predrcate m the
rule body In general, perturbmg the trsnsrtlon
will change the state of the mput places as follows
Let Jo and p’ be the marhmg before and
after perturbation of t Let v be the query token
which make the transrtron candrdate for per turbatron Let us define the operation v(p)
of
creating a new token mto a p!ace p as follows
v(p) = a new token of type free, If the mtersectron of 7 and the argument of p 15

Fire rule (FIR) A transrtron t E T 1s said to be
enabled rf there are some tokens m all Its input
places, 1 e p(p) # 0, for all p E I(t) A transrtron t = (c, q, 6) may fire rf rt 1s enabled Frrmg
a transrtron, m general, will change the state of
the outpect place Informally, FIR wrll proJect
mto the output place, the result of the Jam
operatron* on the mput tokens Let 1’ and ~1’ be
the marking before and after firmg t respectrvely
Then for an output place p = O(t) we have

empty,
= a query token with common arguments
Instantiated from v, otherwise
Now, PRT will change the states of the input
places so that
l

+ Note that, m general, a token represents a aubrelatton
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This 1s usually a natural Joln

P ‘(PI

=

cr(P) u V(P),

P E

exrst a31 equality constramt p[k] = pe[l] E e,
and pr[r] E q such that pr[l] will be the k’h
argument of p if the transrtron 1s fred, and pl[r]
IS mstantlated but pz[J] 1s not

I(t)

The state of the output place may also change
due to PRT The new markmg will be
P ’ (PI =

/J(P) - { v 1,

Example 3.4
Assume that m example 3 3 we
have the followmg markmg

P E O(t)

In this case we say that the perturbatron conRumes the input query token
For instance, m example 3 3, perturbing r2 will
change the state of the net as shown m Figure
3 4 If PRT consumes the input query token,
then the token (a,?) m tr will be removed

de) = {(a, b), (1, ?)I,
&r) = {(a, 1))
Now transltron r2 can pass mformatlon from the
token (a,b) to the token (?,F) (m the same place),
smce we have the constramt e[l] = tr[2], and e[2]
1s m the output list q Then e(2] will be the 20d
argument of the token, If r2 happens to fire So,
we can use e[2] to bind the 1” argument m the
other token The new markings will be

e

de) = { (a, b), (b, ?) 1,
&r) = { (a, 7 1
3.4. The PNLP

Figure 3 4 The state of the net after pertnrbatlon

language

Another way for studying PNLP 1s to focus
not on what markings (states) are reachable, but
on how they are reached Of particular mterest
are the sequences of operations (FIR, PRT, PAS)
which lead from one state to another
Such a
sequence of operations 1s called a string, and a
set of strings rs a language We will call this Ihe
language defined by PNLP, or simply the PNLP
language This 1s slmllar to the defimtlon of
Petri Net languages [P] A complete formulation
of this language 1s not given m this paper IIere,
we are only interested m using the language symbols to describe the flow of control m the algorithms m a clear and concrse manner
The
relevant symbols and their associated meanings
are given m table 3 4-1

of ra

For some optlmlzatlon purposes, as we will
see m section 5, the transltlon
may count the
number of PRT it makes (m the count attnbute),
and produce an equivalent number of free tokens
mto the appropriate places Also the tram&on
will be able to mark the output tokens using the
current value of the count
Information
passing rule (PAS) A transltron
t = (c, q, <) may pas8 informatton (PAS) from
some token vl E p(pl) mto another token ve E
p(p2) where pl,p2 E I(t) m two ways

Below, we discuss some properties of the
PNLP language with respect to the evaluation of
logical queries Given a logical rule, there are
two ways to execute this rule, namely, bottom-up
and top-down
The bottom-up
method first
evaluates all the predicates m the rule body, and
then proJects the conJunctron of these predicates
mto the rule head In PNLP, this 1s simulated
by FIR the transltlon correspondmg to the rule
The top-down methods use the constants (bmd-

paseang If there exist an
equality constramt pl[r] = PZ[J] E < and pr[l] 1s
instantrated but P~[J] IS not The result 1s the
mstantlatlon of V2[J]
b- Cycle-steahg
rnformataon
paeaang ’ If there

a- Sadetoay tnformatton

* The name cycle-steahng IS because this IS equivalent to
firmg the transltlon then makmg sldeway mformatlon
passmg, wlthout actually flrmg the transltlon
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Symbol
R
Ft
Fw
F_t”
Rt
Rt
Rw
R;”
R:
Pill * (lb]
PII] @)q/J]
PiI1 => qbl
pl~]=J”) q[J]
U(P)

tegies

Descrlptlon

The rule/goal graphs (R/G), which are
essentially AND/OR
graphs, are also static
Each predicate 1s represented by a relation-node,
and each rule 1s represented by a rule-node
Each relation-node 1s an OR node for all the
rule-nodes which correspond to rules with this
relation name m the head The rule-node 1s an
AND node for all the relation-nodes correspondmg to the predicates m the body Ullman [U]
also defines the adorned R/G graphs m which
every IDB predicate IS represented by a number
of relation-nodes correspondmg to the duffel ent
possible bmdmg patterns for this predicate
Although adorned R/G graphs can display the
propagation of constants, the graph becomes
complex, and its size will be an exponential function of the maximum number of arguments m an
IDB predicate Together with the idea of capture
rules [U], the system IS a very general formulal3ut
tion to the problem of query evaluation
unfortunately,
R/G graphs support only those
‘obvious’ capture rules [U]

FIN tram&on t, don’t consume Input tokens
Fire transItion t, and consume Input tokens
Fire transItIon t, use only tokens marked (n)
We transitIon t, and mark the output token
Perturbe t, don’t consumeinput query token
Perturbe t, consume Input query token
Perturbe t, use the token marked (II)
Perturbe t, mark the output tokens
Perturbe t, produce ‘count,’ of free tokens
Sldewaymformatlon passmgfrom lth arg of
p to ]th arg of q
SIdeway mf paasmg Use a token marked(n)
Cycle-steahng mformatlon passing
Cyclesteahng mf Use a token marked(n)
Select,tuples from the relation correapondmg
to place p

Table 3 4-l
mgs) m the query by umfymg them with the rule
head, and propagatmg these constants to the rule
body, and then evaluatmg each predicate m the
body This corresponds to PRT the transltlon m
PNLP
So, given an algorithm for evaluatmg
databases, Its
logical queries m deductive
behavior as modeled by a string m the PNLP
language will indicate the class of the algorithm.
For example, a pure bottom-up algorithm will
result m a string of only FIR operations, while a
pure top-down procedure will result m a sequence
of PRT followed by FIR, such that no transition
1s fired unless It 1s first perturbed
4. Related

These graph models are usually tuned
heavily to serve specific algorithms and can
hardly be used outside the specific algonthm(s)
for which they are designed On the other hand,
The PNLP model proposed here 1s formal, and
can model almost all the strategies and the flow
In fact, the
of control of different algorithms
motlvatlon for the PNLP model 1s to use It as a
basis for a general inference engine which 1s able
to produce an optimal flow of control for answermg queries m deductive databases

Works

Most of the algorithms used to evaluate
queries m deductive databases use a graph model,
such as the predrcate conncctron graph
[HN],
and the rule/goal graphs [U].

6. Modelling
the Behavior
Evaluation
Algorithms

The predicate connection graph (PCG) connects the hterals that can be unified 1.e predicate
occurences m the rule body are connected to
their occurences m the heads of the rules The
PCG 1s static and displays only t&e structure
aspect of the logic program It does not display
by Itself the dynanuc aspect and the bmdmg propagatlons
through the flow of control
Usually,
these graphs are used with the top-down stra-

of Some Query

In this section, we will use the PNLP to
model some of the well known algonthms for
recursive query evaluation
In order to demonstrate the flow of control of these algonthms, we
will use the followmg example (similar to the
same-generation problem [BMW])
Suppose we have a directed graph with
three kmds of edges, u, d, and q, which are
stored m the base relations u(x, y), d(x, y), and
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q(x, y) respectively where, x and y are nodes m
the graph Suppose also that we are mterested m
findmg the nodes n and m that are connected by
a special path so that this path can be part+
tloned mto exactly three parts The first part
consists of zero or more edges of type u, the
second part 1s exactly one edge of type q, and the
third part consists of zero or more edges of type
d Moreover the number of edges m the first and
the third part are the same Let h(n, m) be such
a relation between nodes n and m h can be
defined by the following rules

ho =

1=1
1=2

hl=hoWuwd
b = (ho u h,) e-4 u P-CI d

i=r

hr = ( u

q

J==r-1
llJ)

P-4 u P-4 d

J-0

The algorithm stops when h, - h,-I = 0, and the
answer 1s selected from h,
The control flow of this algorithm can be
demonstrated using the PNLP language (refer to
Table 3 4-1 for the defimtlons of symbols) as follows
Inctral markcng Tokens m q, u, and d represene
mg the EDB relations

rl h( X, Y) - u( X, Xl ), d( Y, Yl ), h( Xl, Yl )
r2

1=0

14 X, Y ) - q( X, Y )

Now given the query h(a, ?), we want to find all
the nodes connected by the special path to node
a The graphical representation of the PNLP
structure model of the above program 1s given m
Figure 5 1

Ezecutlon

eequence

1=0

Fr2

1=1

q

1=2

Frl

So, the execution

string

~111 be Fr2 Frl Frl

Notice that the string consists of only
Cl
FIR actions which means that the nai’ve method
1s a pure bottom-up strategy as mentioned earher
6.2. Semi-naibe

Figure 5 1

Nai’ve evaluation
method The lteratlons
our example are’

method

[BR]

Semi-n&e
method tries to cut down the
duphcate tuples generated m nai’ve method The
lteratlons performed by semi-nai’ve method can
be written as

The mltlal markings assumed by the algorithms, discussed m the followmg sections, differ
from one algorithm
to another
Usually,
top-down algorithms consider the query token (a,
7) m place h and tokens m the places correspondmg to base predicates as their mltlal markmgs
Bottom-up algorithms will start with a token m
every place correspondmg to a base predicate
which represent the whole base relation
5.1. Nai’ve evaluation

method

1=0
1=1

ho = q

1=2

hl=howuwd
h2 = hlwuwd

i=r

h, = h,, WI u WJ d

where at each iteration we only use the new
tuples The algorithm will halt when h, = 0, and
the result IS selected from the union of all h,‘s

[BR]

method 1s a bottom-up
for evaluatmg h(a, 1) m

In PNLP, the sequence of actions descrlbmg
tbs method 1s essentmlly the same as the
sequence of naPve method The dlffelence 1s that

* h, denotes the value of h after lteratlon number I
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only the new generated tokens are used for firing
In other words, mput tokens are consumed (Note
that base predcates always have a token ) So,
the execution strmg can be written as

new set of rules will be as shown m Figure 5 z
a

Fr2 Cl Frl Frl
5.3. Magic

sets [BMSU],[BR]

Magic sets 1s a term-rewntmg optlmlsatlon
method
Given a set of rules, the method will
generate an equivalent set of adorned rules The
new set 1s dlvlded as “magic rules” and “modtied
rules” and the evaluation process will be pure
bottom-up m two phases
Phase 1 Compute the magic sets from magic
rules This phase simulates the passing
of bmdmgs m top-down strategies
Phase 2 Use the magic sets computed m phase 1,
so that database retrieval can be restrlcted to only the tuples that have bmdmgs from these magic sets

phase 2
u d
I
phase1
Figure 5 2 PNLP structure of the magic set example

Usmg semi-nai’ve or nai’ve method, the execution
will be m two phases In the first phase, only
transition t1 will be active, and mltlally a token
(a) IS placed m the place maglct’
In the second
phase only t4 and t6 will be active with an mltlal
markmg m q, maglc,-!‘f, u, and d In terms of
PNLP language (Nai’ve method) this will be

Smce the magic sets method try to simulate
top-down flow of control m a bottom-up manner,
we will demonstrate its behavior usmg the new
adorned set of rules In the dlscusslon followmg
this section, we will present a PNLP strmg that
operates on the orlgmal set of rules and have the
same optlmlzatlon
effect as the magic sets
method The set of adorned rules correspondmg
to our example are

Notlce that the PNLP strings indicate that it 1s
a pure bottom-up strategy

Magw rulea
t, magiQf( Xl ) - u( X, Xl ), magict’( X )
t2 maglch’( Yl ) - d( Y, Yl ), maglct( Y )
t3 maglc:‘(

6.4. Henschen-Naqvi

a )

Modrjied rules
t4 hb’( X, Y ) -u( X, Xl ), d( Y, Yl
hbf( Xl, Yl )
t6 hb’( X, Y ) - k( X, Y ), maglci’(
te hfi( X, Y ) - u( X, Xl ), d( Y,Yl
hfi( Xl, Yl )
t7 hb( X, Y ) .- bc X Y 1, magi$(
ts query’( X ) - hbf( a, X )

[I-IN]

HN-algorithm IS a top-down algorithm The
mam Idea m the algorithm 1s to identify a special
loop m the predicate connection graph, called
Potentral Recursave Loop (PRL)
This PRL 1s
then divided mto two parts determmed part, and
rnduced part The role of the PRL IS that the
only way to obtam an answer to a query IS to
evaluate around the PRL zero or more times (full
cycles), and then through the exit expresslon So,
the algorithm m the lth lteratlon, will evaluate
the determined part 1 times then, evaluate the
exit expression once, and then evaluatr the

), maglct’(X)
X )
), magl$(Y)
Y )

The relevant part of the PNLP structure

algorithm

of the
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mduced part 1 times The iterations stop when
the determmed part evaluation yield 0 Notice
that the induced part and the determined part
depend on the form of the query In our example, we have

4%

u(a, Xl’) w q(Xl’,
u(a, Xl’) w u(Xl’,
w d(Yl’, Y12) M

1=2

44 Frl
WI u(u) u[2]-*h[l]

R,* u(q) F, h[2]--+d[2]

u(d) d[l]=>@]

Here we use &

Thus, the sequence of DBMS requests generated
by HN-algorithm will be equivalent to the following sequence

1=1

R, o(q) F, h[2]-+d[2]

1=2

Determmed part = u(X, Xl),
= d(Y, Yl),
Induced part
Exit expression = q(X, Y)

1=0

1=1 K; C(U) u[2]+h[l]

o(d) F’rl

m order to save the last result,

and use Rr: to produce a number of free tokens
TlllS
equal to the count c of transltlon rl
enables the net to evaluate u(d) (induced palt)
the correct number of times

Y)

Yl’) w d(Y, Yl’)
X12) pcj q(X12, Y12)
d(Y, Yl’)

S.S.Counting

w&d

markwag h(a, T), u, d, and q (at the begmmg of each iteration)
Executaon sequence
R,

+d

FrP

1=1

Rrl

44

+WPl

1=2

4s) F, WI-421 44 Frl
Rrl44 uPl+h[~lRrl4 G+Wl Rr2
44 F, h[+Wl 44 d[ll=>d[2144 Frl

[BMSU], [BR], [SZ]

method
first
Although
the counting
appeared m the hterature as a modlficatlon of
the magic sets technique [BMSU], the control
flow of the method IS essentially the same as that
This can be observed from
of the HN-algorithm
the correspondmg PNLP model The difference
between the two algorithms 1s due to the decision
about the trade-off between storage and computation From the previous section, each iteration
of the HN-algorithm consists of two phases The
6rst 1s the evaluation of the determined pal t
(the computation 1s optimized m this phase), and
the second 1s the evaluation of the induced part
(the computation IS not optimized)
A set of
answers will be produced after each lteratlon
On the other hand, the counting method will
evaluate the determined part for all the lteratlons
m the first phase (saving the results of each iteration, and these are called the countmg eets), and
then evaluate the induced part m the second
phase The result will be produced only after the
last iteration m the second phase This scheme
allows the counting method to optimize also the
computation m the second phase With this view
m mind, the PNLP control sequence of the
counting method can be as follows

In fact, the algorithm saves the result of evaluating the determined part m the lth iteration and
The flow of control
uses it m the next iteration
m PNLP language will be as follows

1=0

method

R,

Notice that the iteration will halt when c(u) ln
the determined part produces 0
We can also simulate the optlmlzatlon
done m the process for evaluating the determmed
part The new sequence will be
Inrtral marhag h(a, ?), u, d, q
Execut:on Sequence

Inctral markang h(a,?), u, d, and q
Phase 1 (Generating countmg sets)
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That 1s because when the result of Frl IS empty,

1=0

E, 49) F;

1=1

Rrl u(u)

1=2

Rrl44 44~Wl Er24d Fr;

1=n-1

Rrl44 uPl4ll fh, 4-d Fr;

i=n

Rrl 44

4+Wl

E,

44

the place h will no longer have tokens and conscquently, rl wrll not be enabled This makes the
semi-nal’ve method much more efhclent and the
volume of data (tokens) cnculatmg m the net IS
reauced

Fr;

In the magic sets method the sequence F,,
appearing m the first phase, can be conRI
sidered as a sequence of selectrons from the relatron u Instead, we can perform the first phase 111
a top-down fashion usmg the orlgmal set of rules
Notice that the new sequence will be as effrclcnt
ss the old one, smce :t corresponds to the same
series of selectrons The advantage IS that, we
need not deal with the set of adorned rules which
1s much larger than the orrgmal set of rules
Thus, the followmg sequence can be considered
ss another approach which has the same effect a,
the magic sets method but without
any
re-wntmg of the rules
phase 1
Imtzal markzng h(a, ?), u, d, and q
Executton eequence
$4-+1 Rrl
RI44

Phase 2 Imtral marking from phase 1
h[2]k1) d[2] c(d)
(d[l]=>d[2],
h[2]h2) d[2]) b(d)
(d[l]=>d[2],
h[2]k3) d[2]) g(d)

1=0
1=1
1=2

i=n-1
i=n

(d[l]=>d[2],
h[2]w d[2]) o(d)
F
‘11(l)

Notice that the operatrons m the second phace
which are enclosed m brackets use only one free
token
That rs, (d[l]=>d[2],
h[2]k2) d[2]) 1s
equrvalent to (d[l] tJ h[2]) + d[2]
6. Discussion
In thus section, we drscuss the query evaluation algorithms that are considered m the prevrous sectron m terms of then PNLP model, and
demonstrate the functronahty
of the PNLP
model That is, we drscuss the srmrlaritres and
differences of these algorrthms that are made
more apparent by their PNLP models.

44 + WI

The flow of control m the n&e method
described m section 5 1, rmphes that tokens are
not consumed upon firing of transltron rl (1 e
Frt), so tokens will accumulate m place h, and

The PNLP models of Countmg method
clearly demonstrates the relatlonshlp
between
Counting and HN-algorithm
That 1s the only
difference between the HN-algorithm
and the
Countmg method IS that, the Counting method
also does optlmlzatron m the induced part This
also explams the relative performance of the
HN-algorithm
and
the
Countmg
method
presented m [BR] That is, m [BR] several test
programs are used, and usmg a cost model, for
each method and for each query the cost of computing the query 1s anahtlcally computed for the
different sets of data From the results of this
cost computatron, rt can be observed that m each

the cost for firing (whrch IS a JOIN operation)
will increase as we Aerate AIso, tokens that are
generated m the iu’ iteration wrll also regenerated
This increases
m all the subsequent rteratrons
the cost for redundancy checking The sequence
of control chosen by the nal’ve method ~111never
lead to a halting PNLP, and the only way for the
algorithm to stop IS to provide external check for
the termmatron condrtron after each firing of rl
The semi-nafve method avonls the above
problems by choosing to consume the input token
upon firing (1 e Frl) Thus also leads to a haltmg
PNLP,

when the database relations

Rrl4-d *

phaee 2
In&al markrng d and q (base relations), and
tokens m u from phase 1
Executzon sequence
F, Frl Frl
Fr,

* Stop when last selectIon yields 0

are finite

7n

case where the HN-algorithm
and the Countmg
method perform the same, the test program used
does not have an mduced part, and for the cases
where the Countmg method performs better than
the HN-algorrthm, the test program used has an
induced part

Although, we present here only the model
and its modellmg capacity, currently we are
mvestrgatmg the followmg toprcs related to the
PNLP model
l
Methods for recogmzmg parallehsm m the
model,
l
Relationships between the structure of a given
PNLP and the executron schedule, m order to
obtain an e&rent flow of control for specral
classes of Horn clauses
l
Formal defimtron of a full automata that ccln
efficiently execute the model, and rts rmplernentation rssues

Before concludmg the drscussron, we should
mentron that the PNLP strings grven here to
describe the behavror of these algorrthms are not
the only possrble sequences Thus 1s due to the
inherent non-determrmsm of the PNLP model
7. Conclusion

and Future

Work

We present a non-determmrstrc modelhng
techmque for evaluating logical querres m deductive databases The model 1s a colored extensron
to Petri Net model We call thus model the Petrr
Net model for Logrc Programs (PNLP)
The
structure aspect of thus model captures the structure of Horn-clause logrc programs, and the execution
allows
aspect
the
power
of
non-determnustrc modellmg to the flow of control
for evaluatmg the queries, especmlly the recursrve
queries The model also illustrates the bmdmg
propagatron process during the query evaluatron
The PNLP IS motivated by a research effort for
developmg an automata for evaluatmg logic
querres with the abrhty to choose an optrmum
llow of control
This automata should use both
characterrstrcs
and the exrstmg
the static
knowledges about the database and the dynanuc
facts discovered during execution
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